FACTORY AUTOMATION

MELSEC iQ-F Series
iQ Platform-compatible PLC

The next level of industry

Reborn into an ideal form.

Reborn 1

Reborn 2

NEW

More control points per CPU module!
The importance of being system-oriented is growing even for
small- and medium- sized facilities. The basic performance has
been greatly improved, so a single CPU module can cope with
increases in control scale and the number of control devices.

new!

before

Number of
input/output points
256 points

Number of
input/output points
384 pointsÜ1

Built-in CC-Link IE Field
Network Basic

Built-in CC-Link IE Field
Network Basic

6 stations

NEW

Double the program capacity,
and capacity options to fit the control scale!
To support advanced control, the program capacity has been
doubled. Furthermore, you can select from 64 k or 128 k
stepsÛ2 according to your control scale. The range of control
has been expanded to support various uses.

before

Program
capacity
64 k steps

new!
Program capacity
128 k stepsÜ2

16 stations

Reborn 3
Convenient and easy-to-use debugging environment!
Quick problem analysis.
Prevent avoidable problems in advance. When a problem
does occur, quickly determine its cause. Various functions
guard against unexpected problems.

Investigate problem causes

Quick recovery

Simulation function

Real-time
monitoring function

Memory dump function

Backup/restore functions

Û1: Supported by CPU module firmware version 1.100 or later and product number 17XÛÛÛÛ or later.
Û2: Supported by CPU module firmware version 1.100 or later and product number 17XÛÛÛÛ or later. Some operation restrictions apply when 128 k steps is selected. For details, refer to the manual.
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Based on the FX series concept of “simplicity, convenience, and high cost performance”, and while keeping in
mind the perspective of our customers, we have reinvented the MELSEC-F series as “iQ-F Reborn”, with the
goal of creating products that will continue being used far into the future.
Through the MELSEC iQ-F series, we will contribute to customers by offering an array of functions and
services enhanced by IoT.
And, as always, we will continue to stand closest to our customers.

Reborn 4

Reborn 5

NEW

“Functions for IoT” built into CPU modules.
Easily collect and use data!

Create new services that use IoT! From simply
“revealed” to purposefully “displayed”.

The basis of IoT is to collect the information of devices.
Implementing IoT through coordination with the MELSEC iQ-F
series is possible not only with the new system, but with an
existing FX3 series, too.

By accessing devices from a web browser, you can monitor them
and change their current values. These values can be displayed
on user-created web pages. Create new services that not only
reveal the operating status of the system but display it clearly.

Collect

View

Protect

Logging

File transfer function

Security function

(FTP server)

Web access

Web access

(Web server function)

(Web server function)

Connective

User's original
web page

Improved connectivity Enables connection with various devices
Robots

GOT

Energy saving support equipment

Servos

Inverters

PLC

Remote I/OsÜ Pressure sensorsÜ
Photoelectric Proximity sensorsÜ
sensorsÜ
Û: For details on products by companies other than Mitsubishi Electric, please contact the manufacturer.
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Aiming for FA devices that offer solutions
to customers' issues
Improved productivity, enhanced security,
IoT coordination.
The MELSEC iQ-F series solves various
issues experienced on site.

Do you have these issues?

01

02

03

We want to easily check
and operate devices from a
smartphone or tablet.

We want to monitor the status
of equipment, even at
remote locations.

We want to manage information
in our production history for
quality improvement.

—Web server—

—Remote monitoring—

—Traceability—

Every time a trouble occurs, we
have to travel to a remote location
to investigate the cause and do
maintenance. Is there an easier
way to check the status of the
equipment?
P6→

Data collection is essential for
traceability. We want to know how
to efficiently keep and use logs.

04

05

06

We want to quickly investigate
the cause of device problems.

We want to eliminate unnecessary
time loss and increase our
equipment's production capacity.

We want to automate our
equipment and improve
productivity.

Can device information be easily
displayed? We want to improve
our utilization rate with the often
mentioned IoT.
P5→

—Troubleshooting—

Sudden problems are sometimes
inevitable. We want to reduce the
time and effort needed for recovery
as much as possible.
P8→

P7→

—Simple motion, synchronous control—

—Automation and reducing labor—

We want to produce more
efficiently with synchronous
control of driving devices using
servomotors. We'd like the system
to be easy to introduce.

We would like to increase our
automated processes, so that
we can reduce labor as much as
possible. We would also like to
introduce robots, to improve quality
and productivity.
P10→

P9→

For details on the functions introduced in each example, please refer to the respective manual or the MELSEC iQ-F Series General Catalog.
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01 We want to easily check and operate devices
from a smartphone or tablet
—User web page—

Where should we start from to
improve the utilization rate?

01
We want to easily check and operate devices
from a smartphone or tablet.

We are interested in the often mentioned IoT. Does it allow easy display of device information?
We want to improve our utilization rate through IoT.

Develop new businesses through purposeful display!
General user (browsing restrictions apply)

The utilization rate is
displayed!
Utilization rate
18/08/01 06:00-08:00 23%

I want to
attract more
customers
through network
use.

The nearby parking lot has
open spaces!

18/08/01 08:00-10:00 52%

Open 8 of 10 spaces

18/08/01 10:00-12:00 86%

Web server functionÛ1

18/08/01 12:00-14:00 74%

User web pageÛ2

Û1:		Supported by CPU module firmware version 1.060 or later.
Û2:		Supported by CPU module firmware version 1.100 or later and product
number 17XÛÛÛÛ or later.

Spaces at Parking Lot A

P
P

More
customers
attracted
through IoT!

04

Plus ONE: Let's turn existing devices into IoT devices!
You do not have to give up on IoT just because your
existing devices are not connected to a network.
By installing wireless modules that do not require
wiring, you can “display” your devices without even
connecting an Ethernet cable. IoT can be integrated
with short lead time and at low cost.

Exit gate

Control panel

Office
VPN router

Combined
management of
multiple gates

Collaboration using wireless modules

System configuration example
Entry gate

Exit gate
Sensor

Wireless module
(slave station)
FX3U-485ADP-MB
FX3S-CNV-ADP

FX3S

MELSERVO
servo

Control panel
Sensor

Wireless module
(slave station)
FX3U-485ADP-MB
FX3S-CNV-ADP

05
We want to eliminate unnecessary
time loss and increase our
equipment's production capacity.

VPN router

Keyword

03
We want to manage information in
our production history for quality
improvement.

Keyword

Manager

We want to quickly investigate the
cause of device problems.

Keyword

Information collected by Web server function and released to user

FX3S

MELSERVO
servo

Office

VPN router
Wireless module
(master station)

VPN tunnel

VPN router

Ethernet
FX5U

MODBUS /RTU
®

PC

06
We want to automate our equipment
and improve productivity.

Gathered device information can be displayed on a
personal computer or tablet by using the web server
function. It can be introduced easily by specifying
the network settings and IP addresses without
programming. In addition to analyzing the collected
operating conditions, you can create new services
and businesses by publishing this information on web
pages for general users.

We want to monitor the status of
equipment, even at remote locations.

02
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02 We want to monitor the status of equipment,
even at remote locations
—Remote monitoring—

01
We want to easily check and operate
devices from a smartphone or tablet.

The production site and the office are in different locations. Having to travel to the factory each
time maintenance is needed is very burdensome.
Is there a way to check the operating status from a remote office or on the go?
It's a long way to the factory... If I leave
now, will I be able to finish
maintenance by the end of the day?

Taking a business trip to check on the status...

We want to monitor the status of equipment,
even at remote locations.

02

We want to manage information in
our production history for quality
improvement.

03

Factory

Office

A simple diagnosis of equipment can be done from remote locations!
By connecting to the network using the built-in
Ethernet interface on the CPU module, you can check
the status of devices at remote locations from the
office or on the go, as well as investigate (analyze)
problem causes without having to visit the site.

When an error occurs in the factory's sensors
Factory

1

Office

We're getting a lot of sensor
errors.

2

I'll run a
diagnosis.

Remote monitoring
Keyword

Web server functionÛ

Keyword

iQSS sensor link

• CPU diagnosis • Device monitor
• Device data read/write

Diagnosis result Less light being received

Û: Supported by CPU module firmware version 1.060 or later.

Cause: Insufficient light being received
due to dust or misalignment

ON (sufficient)
ON (caution)

We want to quickly investigate the
cause of device problems.

04

OFF (insufficient)

Plus ONE: Block unauthorized access!
Enhancing security is essential for protecting program
assets. Security can be set for each IP address
through simple configuration, to prevent unauthorized
access from third parties. This also prevents the risk
of other designers from accidentally rewriting data.

We want to eliminate unnecessary
time loss and increase our
equipment's production capacity.

05
Keyword

Identify the access source IP address and prevent illegal access!
[Access authorized]
IP address: 192.168.1.2
IP address: 192.168.1.3

Ethernet

Access
authorized

Access
authorized

Access prohibited

IP filter functionÛ
Other party's device
IP address: 192.168.1.2

Û: Supported by CPU module firmware version 1.050
or later.

Other party's device
Other party's device
IP address: 192.168.1.3 IP address: 192.168.1.5

[Access prohibited]
Addresses other than
those authorized

Other useful
security functions
• Block password
• File password
• Remote password
• Security key
authentication

System configuration example
Switching hub

Ethernet

We want to automate our equipment
and improve productivity.

06
FX5U

Office

PC
Router

GOT

MELSERVO servo

Û: Manufactured by Anywire Corporation. For details, please contact the manufacturer.
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FX5-ASL-M

ASLINKSENSORÛ

Tablet, etc.

03 We want to manage information in

our production history for quality improvement
—Traceability—

Let's keep a log, just in case. This could
better the work processes, too.

01
We want to easily check and operate
devices from a smartphone or tablet.

Is there a data collection method that can be introduced immediately to establish traceability?
We also want to collect and manage information on the entire process daily, as a preventative
measure.

We want to monitor the status of
equipment, even at remote locations.

02

Easy log collection using parameters only
Data can be collected by just setting the parameters,
and programming is not required. Efficient data
collection focused on only the desired data is
possible. For example, specifying the time interval
and trigger. The collected data can be used for
troubleshooting problem causes.
[Data collection example]

Ethernet

Û: Supported by CPU module firmware version 1.040 or later
and product number 16YÛÛÛÛ or later.

04

Collect all of the factory's logs at once from your office!
Collecting logs from each device at the site is a
burden! Multiple logging files can be managed
collectively from an office computer, reducing
management and maintenance work.

Keyword

Going around to
collect data from
each device is time
consuming.

FTP server functionÛ

Factory

Office

Û: Supported by CPU module product number 16YÛÛÛÛ.
Reading of logging data is supported by CPU module
firmware version 1.040 or later, and file writing/deleting, etc.
is supported by CPU module firmware version 1.050 or later.

System configuration
example
Ethernet

Ethernet

Production
management
Switching hub

Ethernet

06

FX5U
FX5-CCL-MS

MODBUS /TCP
®

MELFA
robot controller
FREQROL inverter

Barcode
reader

Laser displacement
sensor

05

PC

FX5U

FX5U

Multiple logs can be
collected from
remote locations!

We want to quickly investigate the
cause of device problems.

Data logging functionÛ

Let's collect records of incoming parts,
the product ID numbers, and the
shipping destinations.

MELFA robot

MELSERVO
servo

MELFA
robot controller
RFID
interface
module
MELFA robot

Amplifier
Antenna

IC tag

We want to automate our equipment
and improve productivity.

Keyword

Saves log

We want to eliminate unnecessary
time loss and increase our
equipment's production capacity.

• ID number of product read from barcode
• Daily production/quality control information, etc.

We want to manage information in
our production history for quality
improvement.

03
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04 We want to quickly investigate
the cause of device problems
—Troubleshooting—

01
We want to easily check and operate
devices from a smartphone or tablet.

We want to be able to deal with problems the moment they occur. Can the time to recovery be
reduced, so production values are not affected?

We want to monitor the status of
equipment, even at remote locations.

02

We want to manage information in
our production history for quality
improvement.

03

We want to quickly investigate the
cause of device problems.

04

We want to eliminate unnecessary
time loss and increase our
equipment's production capacity.

05

What is the cause?

Error

Save the data at the moment the error occurs!
Identifying the location of an error is difficult after the
problem has occurred. Because the device values
can be saved automatically when an error occurs, the
location of the error can be easily identified, and the
recovery time can be shortened. Measures against
recurrence can also be taken by analyzing the data.

We want to automate our equipment
and improve productivity.

Factory

Office

Memory dump file

Error!

Memory dump file settings

Ethernet

Keyword

Since this is the data from
when the error occurred, it is
easy to investigate the cause!

Save the collected
device data to an SD
memory card

Memory dump functionÛ

Û: Supported by CPU module firmware version 1.050 or later and
product number 16YÛÛÛÛ or later.

Check the situation while watching the movement of the device!
The operation of the device can be displayed as
numerical values and graphs.
By displaying changes in the measured data in
graph form, the parts where changes occurred are
readily identifiable. The cause of a problem can be
immediately investigated while looking at the graph.

Check package
thickness

Issue
sensed

Is the thickness abnormal?
The user can jump from
the graph screen to the
program to solve the
problem quickly!
GX LogViewer

Keyword

It changed
here!

Real-time monitoring functionÛ

This is the
cause!

Û: Supported by CPU module firmware version 1.060 or later.

Numerical verification

Graph verification

System configuration example
FX5U

06
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How should this
problem be handled?

I want to know the location of the
error immediately.
And then identify the cause, so we
can recover quickly.

Switching hub
Ethernet

Office
Vision sensor

Laser displacement
sensor

MELSERVO
servo

PC

05 We want to eliminate unnecessary time loss and
increase our equipment's production capacity
—Simple motion, synchronous control—

By linking these separate
processes, we should be able to
increase production!

01
We want to easily check and operate
devices from a smartphone or tablet.

We aim to shorten tact time to raise production values. Because there is no space to expand
the line, we want sophisticated control with a compact footprint.

We want to monitor the status of
equipment, even at remote locations.

02

Achieve stable, high-speed and high-precision positioning!
Filling

Medicine production line
Synchronous
control of up
to 8 axes is
possible!

Positioning control, advanced synchronous control, cam control,
speed-torque control, etc.
Û: SSCNET III/H is supported.

03
By linking the devices,
the wait time between
processes can be
reduced!

Placing

We want to manage information in
our production history for quality
improvement.

The FX5-80SSC-S offers synchronous control and an
8-axis servo amplifier all in one unit, for use in various
applications.
Connecting to the servo amplifier is as easy as simply
inserting a fiber-optic cable, which saves wiring and
labor.Û An added benefit is high noise immunity, which
reduces malfunctions due to disturbances.Û
[Supported control methods]

Packaging
Inspection

Plus ONE: GX Works3 simulation function
Even without the actual device, you can check the
operation of the program on a personal computer.
Because the operation can be checked while
watching the movement on the PC, designs can be
made without reworking. Simulation using the Simple
motion module is also possible.

System configuration example
FX5U

FX5-80SSC-S

06

Switching hub

Laser displacement
sensor

Ethernet

Vision sensor

We want to eliminate unnecessary
time loss and increase our
equipment's production capacity.

05
Even without servomotors or amplifiers,
the operation can be verified in a way
that better resembles the actual devices.

Ethernet

04
We want to quickly investigate the
cause of device problems.

Simple motion module 8-axis control module

GOT

MELSERVO servo

We want to automate our equipment
and improve productivity.

Keyword
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06 We want to automate our equipment and
improve productivity

—Automation and reducing labor—
01
We want to easily check and operate
devices from a smartphone or tablet.

We increasingly produce small batches of various products, so raising productivity is difficult. We
would like to automate manufacturing operations with processes such as introducing robots, so we
can do more work with less labor. Is there a way to achieve both high quality and better productivity?

We want to monitor the status of
equipment, even at remote locations.

02

Increase process automation and reduce labor costs by introducing robots!
The MELSEC iQ-F series also enables automation
by introducing robots. With the Mitsubishi Electric
Industrial Robot MELFA, CC-Link IE Field Network
Basic connection is possible. Through simple CPU
communication, control between manufacturing
processes using robots can be easily coordinated.
The entire facility can be smoothly automated.
Keyword

CC-Link IE Field Network BasicÛ

Keyword

Simple CPU communication

FX5U
Switching hub
Ethernet

Vision sensor

Inverter

Simple CPU communication

Robot Robot
controller

Û: Supported by CPU module firmware version 1.040 or later.

04

Minimize the time required for setting up product changes!

We want to quickly investigate the
cause of device problems.

We want to manage information in
our production history for quality
improvement.

03

Securing personnel is getting
harder, and labor costs are piling
up...

By placing the data memory on an SD memory card,
the memory can be restored to the device just by
turning on the power supply, so the production line
gets a quick start.
Because multiple data memories can be backed up
to an SD memory card, creating setup recipes in
coordination with GOT simplifies the changeovers,
resulting in higher productivity.

Product B

We want to eliminate unnecessary
time loss and increase our
equipment's production capacity.

05

We want to automate our equipment
and improve productivity.

06
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Backup/restore functions

Keyword

Product A

Data
memory

Back up
Restore

Recipe
Product Product
A
B

Û

The device's content
was changed
according to product!

Û: Supported by CPU module product number 16YÛÛÛÛ or later. Data memory
backup/restore is supported by CPU module firmware version 1.050 or later.

System configuration example
MELSEC iQ-R
Switching hub

Ethernet
Ethernet

Ethernet

Switching hub

FX5U

FX5U
MELFA
robot controller

FX5U

Vision sensor

MELSERVO servo

FREQROL
inverter

MELFA
robot controller

MELFA robot

MELSERVO 伺服

Vision sensor

MELFA robot

Connective

Improved connectivity (System configuration example)
Host controller

Controller level

Ethernet
Switching hub
FX5-CCL-MS (master)

FX5-80SSC-S

FX5U CPU

GOT

MELSEC iQ-R

FX5U CPU

Device level
Switching hub

Switching hub

FX5-ASL-M
FX5UC CPU

Remote I/O
FX5-CCL-MS
(slave)

MELSERVO
servo

FREQROL
inverter

MELSERVO
servo
MELFA
robot controller

MELFA
robot

MELSERVO FX5-CCLIEF
servo

Energy
measurement
module

GOT

FX5UC CPU
(spring clamp)

MODBUS®/RTU

Wireless module (master)
Socket-type terminal block
FREQROL
inverter

MELSERVO servo
ASLINKSENSORÛ
The sensing level
can be monitored.

Wireless module (slave)
Temperature and
humidity sensor
Wireless module
(slave)

MODBUS®/RTU

Energy measurement module

GeneralGeneralpurpose
purpose
sensor
sensor
Smart LINKERÛ
Can detect
disconnected sensor
cables

MELSERVO servo

FX3U CPU
FX3U-485ADP-MB

Û: Manufactured by Anywire Corporation

Display the entire network with GX Works3
The operation status of not only the driving devices connected to the network, but everything including the sensors, can be
easily displayed. The ability to quickly identify problem areas allows you to shorten the time to recovery and improve production
efficiency.
• Network setting screen (CC-Link IE Field Basic)

• Simple motion

• iQSS sensor/device monitor

Setting screen

Setting screen

Setting screen

Diagnosis screen

Monitor screen

Monitor screen
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PROGRAMMABLE CONTROLLERS
MELSEC iQ-F Series

Russia FA Center
Europe FA Center
Beijing FA Center

Czech Republic FA Center

Shanghai FA Center

UK FA Center

Tianjin FA Center

North America FA Center

Korea FA Center

Germany FA Center

Guangzhou FA Center

Italy FA Center

Mitsubishi Electric Corporation
Taipei FA Center

Turkey FA Center

Mexico Monterrey FA Center

Taichung FA Center

Mexico FA Center

India Ahmedabad FA Center

Hanoi FA Center

Mexico City FA Center

India Gurgaon FA Center

Ho Chi Minh FA Center

India Pune FA Center

Indonesia FA Center

Thailand FA Center

India Bangalore FA Center

Brazil FA Center

ASEAN FA Center

India Chennai FA Center

Japan (Tokyo)

FA Global Solution Technical Department

(TEL:+81-3-3218-6422)

China (Shanghai)

Mitsubishi Electric Automation (China) Ltd.

(TEL:+86-21-2322-3030)

Japan (Tokyo)

China (Beijing)
China (Tianjin)

China (Guangzhou)
Taiwan (Taichung)
Taiwan (Taipei)
Korea

ASEAN

Indonesia

Vietnam (Hanoi)

Asian Business Development Department

Mitsubishi Electric Automation (China) Ltd. Beijing Branch
Mitsubishi Electric Automation (China) Ltd. Tianjin Branch

Mitsubishi Electric Automation (China) Ltd. Guangzhou Branch
Mitsubishi Electric Taiwan Co., Ltd.
Setsuyo Enterprise Co., Ltd.

Mitsubishi Electric Automation Korea Co., Ltd.
Mitsubishi Electric Asia Pte. Ltd.

PT. Mitsubishi Electric Indonesia Cikarang Office

Mitsubishi Electric Vietnam Company Limited Hanoi Branch Office

Vietnam (Ho Chi Minh) Mitsubishi Electric Vietnam Company Limited

Mitsubishi Electric India Pvt. Ltd. Bangalore Branch

(TEL:+91-80-4020-1600)

India (Ahmedabad)

Mitsubishi Electric India Pvt. Ltd. Ahmedabad Branch

(TEL:+91-7965120063)

India (Chennai)

(TEL:+86-10-6518-8830)

North America

(TEL:+86-22-2813-1015)
(TEL:+86-20-8923-6730)
(TEL:+886-4-2359-0688)
(TEL:+886-2-2299-9917)
(TEL:+82-2-3660-9632)
(TEL:+65-6470-2480)

(TEL:+62-21-2961-7797)
(TEL:+84-4-3937-8075)
(TEL:+84-8-3910-5945)

Mitsubishi Electric Factory Automation (Thailand) Co., Ltd.

(TEL:+66-2682-6522)

India (Gurgaon)

Mitsubishi Electric India Pvt. Ltd. Gurgaon Head Office

(TEL:+91-124-463-0300)

Mitsubishi Electric India Pvt. Ltd. Pune Branch

India (Bangalore)

(TEL:+81-3-3218-6284)

Thailand

India (Pune)

Brazil Votorantim FA Center

(TEL:+91-20-2710-2000)

Mexico

Mexico (City)

Mexico (Monterrey)
Brazil

Brazil (Votorantim)
Europe

Germany
UK

Czech Republic
Italy

Russia
Turkey

Mitsubishi Electric India Pvt. Ltd. Chennai Branch
Mitsubishi Electric Automation, Inc.

Mitsubishi Electric Automation, Inc. Queretaro Office
Mitsubishi Electric Automation, Inc. Mexico Branch

Mitsubishi Electric Automation, Inc. Monterrey Office

Mitsubishi Electric do Brasil Comércio e Serviços Ltda.
MELCO CNC do Brasil Comercio e Servicos S.A.
Mitsubishi Electric Europe B.V. Polish Branch

Mitsubishi Electric Europe B.V. German Branch
Mitsubishi Electric Europe B.V. UK Branch

Mitsubishi Electric Europe B.V. Czech Branch
Mitsubishi Electric Europe B.V. Italian Branch

Mitsubishi Electric (Russia) LLC St. Petersburg Branch
Mitsubishi Electric Turkey A.S. Umraniye Branch

(TEL:+91-4445548772)

(TEL:+1-847-478-2469)

(TEL:+52-442-153-6014)
(TEL:+52-55-3067-7511)
(TEL:+52-55-3067-7521)
(TEL:+55-11-4689-3000)
(TEL:+55-15-3023-9000)
(TEL:+48-12-347-65-00)
(TEL:+49-2102-486-0)

(TEL:+44-1707-27-8780)
(TEL:+420-255 719 200)
(TEL:+39-039-60531)

(TEL:+7-812-633-3497)

(TEL:+90-216-526-3990)

The inquiry of the product of mention concerned performs wish to this leaflet at the following.
Anywire Corporation.
URL: http://www.anywire.jp

E-mail: info_e@anywire.jp

Safety Warning

Registration

To ensure proper use of the products in this document, please be sure to read the instruction
manual prior to use.

••Ethernet is a trademark of Xerox Corporation.
••MODBUS is a registered trademark of Schneider Electric SA.
••Anywire and ANYWIREASLINK is a registered trademark of the Anywire Corporation.
••The SD and SDHC logos are trademarks or registered trademarks of SD-3C, LLC.
••All other company names and product names used in this document are trademarks or registered
trademarks of their respective companies.
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